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DISCUSSION: The nonirnrnigrant visa petition was denied by the Acting Director, Nebraska 
and is now before the Administrative Appeals Office (AAO) on appeal. The appeal will be disrnis 

The petitioner is a construction labor association that provides additional contracted labor help 
members. It desires to employ the beneficiaries as construction helpers for eleven months. The 
Labor (DOL) determined that a temporary labor certification by the Secretary of Labor 
director determined that the petitioner had not established a temporary need for the 

On appeal, the petitioner states that it does meet the criteria and that the beneficiaries 
classification. 

Section lOl(a)(15)(H)(ii)(b) of the Immigration and Nationality Act (the Act), 8 U.S.C. 3 1101( 
defines an H-2B temporary worker as: 

an alien having a residence in a foreign country which he has no intention of abandoning, ho is 
coming temporarily to the United States to perform other temporary service or 1 bor if 
unemployed persons capable Of performing service or be found in this iUntry  

The test for determining whether an alien is coming "temporarily" to the United States to "perf rm temporary 
services or labor" is whether the need of the petitioner for the duties to be performed is temporary. It is [he nature 
of the need, not the nature of the duties, that is controlling. Matter of Artee Corp., 18 I&N De . 366 (Comm. 
1982). I 
As a general rule, the period of the petitioner's need must be a year or less, although here may be 
extraordinary circumstances where the temporary services or labor might last longer than ne year. The 
petitioner's need for the services or labor shall be a one-time occurrence, a seasonal need, a pea oad need, or 
an intermittent need. 8 C.F.R. 3 214.2(h)(6)(ii)(B). The petition indicates that the employment is akload i 
To establish that the nature of the need is "peakload," the petitioner must demonstrate th 
employs permanent workers to perform the services or labor at the place of employment and t 
supplement its permanent staff at the place of employment on a temporary basis due to a 
term demand and that the temporary additions to staff will not become a part of the 
operation. 8 C.F.R. 9 214.2(h)(6)(ii)(B)(3). 

The nontechnical description of the job on the Application for Alien Employment Certification (F rm ETA 750) 
reads: 0 

Work under close supervision to provide basic labor regarding helping skilled tradesme with 
lesser skilled duties including using, supplying or holding materials or tools, and cleaning work 
area or equipment. 1 

In determining whether an employer has demonstrated a temporary need for an H-2B 
determined whether the job duties, which are the subject of the temporary 
temporary. If the duties are permanent in nature, the petitioner must 
beneficiary's services or labor is of a short, identified length, limited 
evidence presented, a claim that a temporary need exists cannot be justified. 
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The petitioner explains in his letter dated September 26, 2005 that the company has seen an 
increase in its normal yearly workload with the addition of 14 new construction contracts. The 
that all 14 of these new contracts are of a temporary nature and are creating a peakload to its 
operations. 

The U.S. Department of Labor Field Memorandum No. 25-98, dated April 27, 1998, states in pert nent part: 'The 
existence of a single short term contract in an industry such as construction does not, by i self, document 
temporary need if the nature of the industry is for long term projects which may have many indi idual contracts 
for portions of the overall project . . ." Generally, the petitioner has a permanent need to have wor ers available to 
fulfill its contracts, on a continuing basis, since that is the nature of the business. 1 
In this instance, the petitioner has not shown that it is experiencing an unusual increase in 
services that is different from its ordinary workload in the construction business. The 
documented the peakload situation through data on its usual workload and staffing 
created by the current situation or contracts. The petitioner has not demonstrated 
needed to fill the peakload positions will be engaged in different duties or has 
workers currently employed by the company. The petitioner has not provided 
the 14 construction contracts showing a clear termination date. Simply 
documentary evidence is not sufficient for purposes of meeting the 
Matter of Treasure Crafr of California, 14 I&N Dec. 
petitioner's "peakload" situation to justify its need for the 

As always, the burden of proof in these proceedings rests solely with the petitioner. Section 2 
U.S.C. 5 1361. 

ORDER: The appeal is dismissed. 1 


